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Message from the Guest Editor

The terrestrial vegetation plays a fundamental role in
global environment due to the different contributing
processes which could be summarized within the wide
spectrum of ecosystem services.

All explored aspects of vegetation changes by different
levels of community integrity (individuals, patches,
populations, community, landscape, region) could be
subjects of article themes, as well as directional
trajectories and the endpoints of changes. Trait based,
functional studies of vegetation changes may improve our
understanding of the mechanisms that drive these
changes.

We encourage studies from all aspects and approaches,
including experiments, remote sensing, monitoring and
modelling, to contribute to this Special Issue in order to
promote knowledge and adaptation strategies for the
preservation and management of terrestrial ecosystems in
the future. The contribution to this special issue is expected
to accelerate the understanding of vegetation dynamics
and its driving mechanisms, and provide support for
scientifically formulating and adjusting ecological
restoration projects.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Land is the only open access journal covering all aspects of
land science, and it is a pioneering platform for publishing
on land system science. Our editorial board is comprised of
eminent scholars. We publish high quality research on
societally relevant, emerging and innovative topics and
results in land system research. It is now one of the top
land journals with a significant impact factor, and has a
goal to become the best journal in land in the coming
years. I strongly recommend Land for your best research
publications for a fast dissemination of your research.
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